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Editorial

He did it!
Who

then? “He, he did it!” “No, no, no – I
rather think she did it.” “You both
indeed talk plenty of non-sense…”
Have you got a feeling of being in kindergarten,
solving a sudden quarrel? You’re not far away, but the
scene is only a caricature of climate change summit.
So, who was it then? Is it really a group guilt, involving
everyone, or are the big companies and ‘decisionmakers’ the ones who ought to carry the most
responsibility for what’s happening to our
environment?

I was
living close to nature from
the youth up

The truth is likely to lie somewhere in the middle. And
whilst realizing who’s the responsible one and, more
importantly, where the actual problem lies, it’s even
we’ve created. Everyone knows it isn’t going to be a
more important to find remedy for it. The sooner, the simple commitment, to knock away the millstone we
better.
ourselves set to our planet. But we at first have to get
informed and educated, public awareness has to be
Truth is that it’s not about deciding between a good
raised. Just then we can slowly, step by step, curb the
future and a bad one; it rather is about having hard
quandary.
one or even worse.
But why do people talk about it so much? They simply I am indeed anxious about it all. From all the sides we
should solve it, and talk about something more
hear what everything either is concerning or will be in
interesting, don’t you think? Nice would it be, if so.
close future, with insect, for example. On the other
Yet I have to disappoint you – climate change rather is hand, I cease to get any sight of prevention against it.
a complex issue and treating it would mean
Maybe that is the reason students march in the streets
compromising everyone’s life.
and demand climate action.
“Wait – have you said something about
compromising? Will it mean I have to stop using
Is it all really about the human's nature of being too
plastic bags and bike to work?”
indolent? About actually having created so much, only
Exactly, and eventually end up doing even more.
to find out it harms us?
There’s nothing bad about using a plastic bag. At least
it wouldn’t be if there wasn’t a whole industry behind
After all, I think I found a remedy. What’s your
it and thousand others doing the same thing.
favourite animal? Mine is fox. Do imagine that even
I personally describe life as repetition, amongst love.
the loveliest creatures on the planet suffer and are
The things we do every day, even when we don’t
endangered, because of what we do. Didn’t help?
realise it, have significant footprint. “It’s just one
Climate change is likely to be of no hope to improve
bottle; no-one will notice it…” Maybe they won’t
then. I retire…
straight away, though the ones to come will. And we
do already, as no-one is alone here, yet not everyone
“Everybody talks about the same, don’t they?”
seems to realise it.
Alright, I know, you’ve heard about it plenty of times
I once reckoned why pollution is such a problem, with
plastic for instance, when all the resources for making
it are extracted from nature. And our old Mother
Nature can deal with all the stuff. The only catch is
that it’s placed somewhere, where even the nature
world is helpless.
And that’s where people get concerned. If we humans
have a duty down here, then it is to tidy up the mess
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already. Nevertheless, it deserves attention. I’m
honoured to acknowledge that our editors have done
the best of their jobs to give you a broader notion of
what’s happening and what to do about it. And maybe
even boggle your mind.

Martin Bednárik
editor-in-chief

With kindest dedication to Mrs Kabátová.
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Opinion

For what sake do we need to
become vegan?
From recycling our household
rubbish to cycling to work,
we are all aware of ways to live
a greener life.

Full of
optimism but short
of meat

H
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Opinion

Veganism? No, thank you!
BY MARTIN BEDNÁRIK

Cowardly, environmental
crisis treatment comes
down to adapting various
isms. And, indeed, there’s
one I’m getting familiar
with. But I’m not talking
about veganism.

E

Th ou gh pri ci er, eth i ca l l y prod u ced a n i m a l prod u cts a re th e
wa y t o g o , a s t h e y d o n ' t h a r m t h e e n v i r o n m n e t s o m u c h

No vegan stuff inside
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Is it really a distant future or
is it to occur even sooner?

Polar ice melting at
critical point
STORY BY DANIEL KRAJCOVIC
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Topic: Climate change

We know about global warming. Climate change might once turn our everyday
lives into a disaster. But what exactly is happening to our planet? Is public familiar
enough with this issue to prevent it and are people prepared for the negative
outcomes of global warming? Is it really a distant future or is it to occur even
sooner?

M

“Climate change
might once turn our
everyday lives into a
disaster.”
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Interview

Save the
turtles!
INTERVIEW BY MARTIN BEDNÁRIK
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“I think that blaming is
never the solution. It is best
to educate and explain why
the problems are arising and
then provide solutions as to
how best to prevent and fix a
problem.”
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Dear

Interview: Dr Claire Petros

“ I knew that I
didn’t want to be
a ‘cat and dog
vet’. ”

Dr Petros in an unusual, cold environment
10
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Interview: Dr Claire Petros

A certain passion of Dr Petros

“It can be easy to
remain safe in a
bubble of your own
world, but by
showcasing what is
happening not on
your doorstep it can
inspire people to
make small changes
in their everyday
lives.”
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Education

Students across the world to demand
climate action

M s . Th u n b e r g, h o l d i n g p l a ca r d , i s
d e t e r m i n e d t o d e m a n d ch a n ge
BY MARTIN BEDNÁRIK

Swedish student Greta
Thunberg started with staying
outside Swedish parliament
with a placard. Now she travels
around the world and supports
regional climate strikes.

It’s

Wi t t y p l a c a r d c r i t i q u e
of th e govern m en t
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Chemistry Column

Lujza's Chemistry Column:
How to stop climate change
BY LUJZA CAJKOVICOVA. The Mind-boggle's CHEMISTRY COLUMNIST

G
“Planes are one of the
means of
transportation that
pollute the Earth the
most.”

Turn the chimney off!
Save the planet with Ms. Poppins

Thedeserve
Mind-boggle
We
a better future
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Lifestyle

Ten simple steps to li
BY ALEXANDRA BENKEOVÁ (1-5) & TEREZA ORAVCOVÁ (6-10)

Humans have destroyed and endangered more species on our planet
than any other species or group, with our continuous pollution
and lack of respect for our own environment. As far as animals go, we
humans are wasteful. For instance, even though we all know that
pollution is
an issue only few of us have changed a lot of our simple habits to be more
environmentally friendly. The most of us are careless.
This likely comes from a mix of things, like wanting to avoid added costs and
inconvenience, as well as a desire to help but a lack of information on how to do
so in easily attainable ways.
Reducing your own waste doesn't mean that you must rid yourself of the
conveniences of the 21st century. Here are some simple steps to make less waste
by switching your daily habits.
Step 1

Ride a bike, walk or skateboard

Step 2

Stop using straws

Step 3

Switch plastic clean wrap

Step 4

Plant trees

Step 5

Recycle toothbrushes

14
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Lifestyle

ive more eco-friendly
Step 6

Eat less meat.

Step 7

Recycle your clothes.

Step 8

Buy local produce.

Step 9

Stop using disposable items.

Step 10

Reduce water waste.

The Mind-boggle
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Space Column

Why don't we throw our trash into the sun?
BY LEONTINA BRODNIANSKA, The Mind-boggle's SPACE COLUMNIST

I h a t e h a v i n g t o t h r o w t h e t ra s h
ou t. I m ea n I h a ve to get u p, get
t h e ga r b a ge , t h r o w i t i n t o t h e S u n
a n d t h e n I n e e d t o go b a ck i n s i d e
m y h ou s e. O h , th a t i s n ot h ow you
g u ys d o i t ? R i g h t , I fo r g o t i t ’ s
d i fferen t i n you r worl d th a n i n
m i n e...

T

Will it
be the future
waste dump?
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Animals in danger

The Fishy Dangers

BY MIA ŠPACEKOVÁ

W
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Animals in danger

Will our cousin
become extinct?

It is generally known that the gorilla, the herbivorous ape, is related
with human kind. We share about 98.3% of the DNA with them, what
makes them the closest species to humans after chimpanzee and bonobos.
That makes the fact that they are threatened even sadder.

Mountain gorillas
feed mainly on
leaves, shoots and
stems

BY PAVLÍNA VOZÁROVÁ

T

At magazine
closure date, the
Mountain Gorilla
is marked
Endangered by
IUCN Red List of threatened
species, with 600 mature
individuals and population
trend rising.
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Industry

Meeting demands:
The hunt for clean energy
BY TOMÁŠ VOLF

We use iteverywhere
and the onlytime mostof
us actuallythinkaboutit
is when we experience a
poweroutage.

W

“It seems to be
impossible to have
truly clean energy right
now.”

What
will the future of the
industry be?

The Mind-boggle
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Natural resources

The world is running out of sand!
BY PEPE

“What? But we have
tons of it on beaches,
deserts and under the
ocean. How can we run
out of sand?”

“It's

20
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Society

Health hazards in developing countries
BY JURAJ POVINEC

Most of us take health
for granted but that
can’t be said for huge
percentage of people
living in developing
countries.

T

How can you help?
Donate to proven non-profit organizations or charities such as
UNICEF or Save the Children.
Pick up a job in one of the proven non-profit organizations or
charities.
Study and become a biomedical researcher and help find better
ways to help the needy.
Become a fundraiser and fund health projects.

Diseases like Malaria, air
pollution or road injuries - it isn't the safest
place for children

The Mind-boggle
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Poetry
Literature has a common habit of reflecting problems of the time it's been
written at.
Once were it social problems, now it's climate change.
We're privileged to publish a poem by our Art and Culture editor, Ms. Viktória
Pravdová. It's a beatiful wish expressed through a promenade of... or, do you
know what? You'd better read it yourself.

Revolution!
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Poetry
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The world of
tomorrow

How will global warming change the
Earth?
STORY BY NORIKA LUSTIGOVÁ
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Topic: Climate change

Global warming is already having significant and harmful effects on
our communities, health, and climate. Unless we take immediate action
to reduce global warming emissions, these impacts will continue to intensify
and increasingly affect the entire planet.
Work of hurricane Harvey

C

“Warmer
temperatures cause
ice on land like
glaciers and ice sheets
to melt.”

Rising sea level
and threat to animals
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Society

How could we prevent the food crisis?

BY ROBERT VALAŠKA

Many people take food
as a natural part of their
lives. On the other hand,
many people don´t have
access to enough food.

Many people still don't
have access to basic groceries

T
It fills up much more
stomachs than meat
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Conservation

Palm oil industry to dramatically affect
the environment
BY MARTIN BEDNÁRIK

Palm oil is broadly used –
not just in the food industry
– for its low price and
versatile use.
Notwithstanding, it also
means a threat for the
environment. And a serious
one.

You

Palm oil is broadly
used in processed food, as biofuel or in
cosmetics
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Urban design

The struggle of designing a green city
BY MARTIN BEDNÁRIK

More and more people are living
in cities. Inger Andersen, IUCN
Director General believes that
over two thirds of the world’s
population will live in cities by
2050. Another nasty problem,
then.

H

“Understanding
of citizens is a
key requirement
to create a good
city.”

Individual commute
challenges and harms every
municipality
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Urban design

A d e n s e l y b u i l t c i t y wi t h n o g r e e n e r y h a s n o
l i vi n g q u a l i t y
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Urban design

Parks are
irretrievable areas of great
importance in towns
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“Just living is not
enough... one must
have sunshine,
freedom, and a little
flower.”
Hans Christian
Andersen

Climate
change
takes off !

Help us stop it.

Together we can make a change.
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